
If content is king, craft is aces.

SEO is the enemy of craft. 
Humans are innately drawn to excellence, we can all appreciate someones best while smelling 
bullshit a mile away. 

How we get in trouble… 

We have great ideas. We want to make crazy money. And we find… plugins. 

Then we see something awesome, we make a marketing plan… but forget that it's not about 
making something cool. Because what makes it cool is content. 

1. Planify - great craft doesn't happen by accident - make a plan, steal a plan from someone 
else, talk about your plan with others, develop a whitepaper for what you are trying to do, 
make some rules for yourself. 

2. Be Sketchy - Take a shot at it - give a few tips for idea generation - ideas on the process of 
creativity; reference Imagine by Jonah Lehrer

3. Channel Mr. Hemingway, work hard, but take me somewhere I want to go - quote 
interview about Writing as Craft: "When I am working on a book or a story I write every 
morning as soon after first light as possible. There is no one to disturb you and it is 
cool or cold and you come to your work and warm as you write. You read what you 
have written and, as you always stop when you know what is going to happen next, 
you go on from there. You write until you come to a place where you still have your 
juice and know what will happen next and you stop and try to live through until the 
next day when you hit it again. You have started at six in the morning, say, and may 
go on until noon or be through before that. When you stop you are as empty, and at 
the same time never empty but filling, as when you have made love to someone you 
love. Nothing can hurt you, nothing can happen, nothing means anything until the 
next day when you do it again. It is the wait until the next day that is hard to get 
through." -- Have you fallen in love with your craft like that? 'Cos when you do… 

4. Collaborate to win - Review the publishing process, how a book becomes a book. 
5. Cleverification - Surprise people; show personality; link to goofy places, do unexpected 

things, make up words-- create a memory 
6. Type it up - example of San Diego UT: go big-- 16pt looks like 12pt to the reader, go 

beautiful-- sans serif for short, serif for long, show off who you are. 
7. Make is savory - something memorable, something worth talking about - full of flavor. 
8. Just Beat it - Great content repeats a theme that readers like, they can't get your song out 

of their head, and they think about it all day. 
9. Bad Timing -  People worry too much about when to publish stuff, sometimes bad timing is 

absolutely perfect. - find out when your audience is bored… then send them something. 
10. Appreciated - unfortunately, great content that takes people places is measured, not just by 

numerics on Google Analytics, which tends to take care of itself, but its impact on the 
reader. 



Closing thought...

Your WordPress install isn't just doing something cool with development or design; it's about telling 
a beautiful story. 
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